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Abstract—The consecutive meals planning is a planning 

problem that determines a meals plan on a long period 

consisting of consecutive days. A meal has a variety of 

characteristics such as food style, ingredient, and cooking 

method. Therefore, it is desired that the consecutive meals 

plan provides a variation of appearance order of meal's 

characteristics. This paper optimizes such a variation of 

appearance order on a long period by using a permutation 

GA and analyzes the meal's characteristics in the optimum 

solution. In the numerical experiments, we show that the 

optimum solution obtained by permutation GA has high 

quality and is effective for the consecutive meals planning 

with large variation of appearance order of meal's 

characteristics.  

 

Index Terms—consecutive meals planning, meal’s 

characteristics, variation of appearance Order, permutation 

GA 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There are a lot of institutions which have to provide 

daily meals. For example, a hospital has to provide meals 

to an inpatient on a long period. Educational institutions 

such as elementary school and preschool also have to 

provide a school meal as a daily lunch during school term. 
On a long period consisting of consecutive days, it is 

desired that they provide the various meals having 

different characteristics such as food style, ingredient, 

and cooking method, for health of an inpatient and 

growth of an infant and a child. The nutrition managers 

of hospital have to decide the meal contents under the 

strict rules according to the condition of each patient. On 

the other hand, the nutrition managers of educational 

institutions consider some basic rules such as an amount 

of calories and costs, but they can decide the meal 

contents freely by their own policy and preference. 
Hence, many educational institutions have a critical 

problem that they may consecutively provide the meals in 

similar characteristics. 

For such a consecutive meals planning, we design an 

evaluation function which expanded the function 

proposed by Kashima et al. [1] for measuring the 
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variation of order appearance of meal's characteristics on 

a long period. Then, we analyze the quality of optimum 

solution obtained by a permutation GA. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Generally, a meal planning optimization for one meal 

is to determine the food combination which minimizes or 

maximizes the given evaluation functions. Many 

researchers have dealt with caloric intake or cost 

minimization problems under constraints of nutritional 

requirements for their purposes such as healthy diet, 

balancing meals, nutrient recommendation, and muscle 

growth [2]-[7]. Their problems are viewed as integer or 

mixed-integer linear programming problems. Hence, we 

can find the high accurate solutions by using a simplex 

method, an interior point method, or some of other 

numerical analysis methods. If a problem of meal 

planning cannot be solved by using these methods, we 

can adopt evolutionary algorithms. Seljak [8] applied the 

NSGA-II, a popular algorithm for multi-objective 

optimization problems, to a seven-objective meal 

planning problem. 

On the other hand, we are focusing on a consecutive 

meals planning optimization for the educational 

institutions such as elementary school and preschool. 

Kashima et al. [9] first proposed an evaluation function 

which measures the variation of order appearance of 

meal's characteristics on a long period when the number 

of meal's characteristics for one meal is three. Their 

evaluation function consists of three functions for meal's 

three characteristics, but each of three functions has a 

weight parameter. It has the problem that the value of the 

evaluation function depends on the difference in weight 

parameters. In this context, Kashima et al. [1] designed a 

new evaluation function whose three functions for meal's 

three characteristics are normalized. 

They showed that the landscape of the evaluation 

function is viewed as one of multimodal functions by 

using the hill climbing method [10]. The consecutive 

meals planning is one of difficult optimization problems. 

On the other hand, the analysis of optimum solution's 

quality is not done. For the consecutive meals planning, 

in this paper, we design an evaluation function which 
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expanded the function [1] for measuring the variation of 

order appearance of meal's characteristics on a long 

period and then analyze the quality of optimum solution 

obtained by a permutation GA. 

III. CONSECUTIVE MEALS PLAN 

Generally, one meal consists of one main dish and 

some side dishes. We deal with only a main dish as a 

meal and call it ``Meal Class’’ in this paper. In other 

word, we determine the main dishes plan on one period 

consisting of consecutive days. 

We first define the following notations. 

t : Time point t   Tt ,,1  on a period. 

jix , : Item j  of Characteristics i  on Meal Class. 

That is jix ,   
i

JjIi ,,1,,,1   . 

mX : Meal Class which is categorized by 

difference of meal's characteristics. That is 

 jIjm xx ,,1 ,,X   Mm ,,1 . It means 

that Meal Class mX  consists of the 

combination of each item of all characteristics 

 jIj xx ,,1 ,, . 

 

 tY : Meal Class provided at t . 

Y : Meals plan for a period between 1t  and 

Tt  . That is a solution,     TYYY ,,1  . 

 tji, : Appearance/non-appearance of meal's 

characteristics jix ,  of Meal Class  tY . That is 

represented by a binary variable 1 / 0 . 

jiP , : Frequency rate of Item j  of Characteristics i  

of Meal Class provided on an interval. 

In this paper, we classify the individual meals into 

Meal Classes according to its characteristics. Let i  

 Ii ,,1  be the kind of meal's characteristics. Let 
i

j  

 
i

Jj ,,1  be the kind of items of Characteristics i . 

Let jix ,  be the meal's characteristics for Item j  of 

Characteristics i . The Meal Class mX , the combination 

of meal's characteristics from jx ,1  to jIx , , is defined as, 
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For example, we classify the meal's characteristics into 

three categories; “food style”, “ingredient”, and “cooking 

method.” In addition, we classify the category of food 

style into “Japanese”, “Western”, and “Chinese”, the 

category of ingredient into “Meat”, “Fish”, and “Egg”, 

and the category of cooking method into “Simmer”, 

“Fry”, “Saute”, and “Deep-fry”, respectively. Using these 

settings, Meal Classes are defined as, 
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From the practical viewpoints, the educational 

institutions have many opportunities to provide a special 

meal on an event day. For example, Japanese preschool 

provides a chicken dish at Christmas. Hence, we assume 

that the event date which provides a special meal is 

randomly given on the period for the consecutive meals 

planning. 

Here, let  et  be the time point of event date and let 
 e

X      MXXX ,,1

e   be the Meal Class provided at 

 et . Let  tY  be the Meal Class provided at t . The 

meals plan for the period consisting of T  time points is 

defined as, 
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The meals plan defined by Equation (3) is a solution 

for the consecutive meals planning. 

IV. CONSECUTIVE MEALS PLANNING PROBLEM 

In this section, we design an evaluation function which 

expanded the function [1] for measuring the variation of 

appearance order of meal's characteristics and then define 

two optimization problems for the consecutive meals 

planning. 

A. Function for Meal’s Characteristics 

It is well known that the information entropy is an 

index which measures the predictability/unpredictability 

of information content and is defined as the probability of 
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observing event. We design the evaluation function on 

the basis of the information entropy. 

Let jiP ,  be the frequency rate of observing item j  of 

Characteristics i  in Meal Class on a given period. The 

information entropy of Characteristics i  is maximized if 

all items of Characteristics i  are observed the same 

number on the period. However, the information entropy 

has a problem that it cannot measure the appearance order 

which the event occurs on the period though it can 

measure the number of occurrences. For example, when 

there are two events, 1E  and 2E , on the period consisting 

of consecutive four time points on  4321 ,,, tttt , the 

information entropy obtained from  2121 ,,, EEEE  at 

 4321 ,,, tttt  is the same as that of  2211 ,,, EEEE . Can 

we measure the variation of appearance order of such 

different events? For the consecutive meals planning, we 

have to measure the variation of appearance order of 

different meal's characteristics. 

In order to improve this problem, we divide one period 

consisting of T  time points into the short intervals 

consisting of the number of items for each meal's 

characteristics. As described in Equation (1), the number 

of items of Characteristics i  of Meal Class is 
i

J . Here, 

the first interval consists of 
i

J  time points from 1t  to 

i
Jt  . To maximize the information entropy on this first 

interval means to maximize the variation of appearance 

order of meal's characteristics only on this interval 

because the number of time points on the interval is same 

as the number of items of Characteristics i . Moreover, 

the interval moves from the first one to the last one every 

one time point on the period. The last interval consists of 

i
J  time points from 1

i
JTt  to Tt  . Hence, we 

can divide the period into 1
i

JT  intervals for 

Characteristics i . To maximize the total information 

entropy of all intervals means to maximize the variation 

of appearance order of meal's characteristics on one 

period. 

For measuring the variation of appearance order of 

Characteristics i , we design the function as the average 

of entropies in all intervals. 

 

 

Figure 1.  Example of functions for meal's characteristics. 
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     (4) 

For example, the functions in the case study of 12T  

(Length of period), 2I  (The number of characteristics), 

2
1
J  (The number of items of Characteristics 1 ), and 

3
2
J  (The number of items of Characteristics 2 ) are 

shown in Fig. 1. 

In Fig. 1, the meals plan consists of 12T  time points 

on the period. Meal Class is categorized into two 

characteristics. For Characteristics 1 , the information 

entropy is calculated on two dates because the number of 

items is 2
1
J , and thereby we obtain 11  information 

entropies. We can obtain the average of 11  entropies as 

the function for Characteristics 1 , 1H . For 

Characteristics 2 , the information entropy is calculated 

on three dates because the number of items is 3
2
J , 

and thereby we can obtain the average of 10  information 

entropies as the function for Characteristics 2 , 2H . 

On the other hand, the number of each of all Meal 

Classes is the same on the period. We define it as MT  

by using the length of period T  and the number of Meal 

Classes M . If T  is not a multiple of M , the number of 

each Meal Class provided on the period has the maximum 

difference of 1 . 

B. Evaluation Function for Measuring Variation of 

Appearance Order of Meal’s Characteristics 

In this section, we design two evaluation functions on 

the basis of the functions for meal's characteristics given 

by Equation (4). For the consecutive meals planning, we 

define two maximization problems, Problems 1 and 2, 

using the evaluation functions. 

1) Problem 1 

We define the maximization problem which 

maximizes the total entropy of meal's all characteristics 

as Problem 1. 

 ,,,1,max
1

*
Ii

H

H
H

I

i i

i 


             (5) 

where 
*

iH  is the theoretical value of the average of 

entropies of Characteristics i . 
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2) Problem 2 

We define the maximization problem which 

maximizes the guaranteed minimum of the variation of 

appearance order of meal's all characteristics as Problem 

2. This is the maximin problem. 

.,,minmax
**

1

1
















I

I

H

H

H

H
K                 (6) 

V. PERMUTATION GA 

For the consecutive meals planning, we adopt a 

permutation GA with the specific genotype. The 

permutation GA expresses a round trip route most simply. 

A. Genetic Representation 

In the genetic representation of permutation GA, we 

define the genotype of individual which is modified from 

the phenotype of solution. 

We define the individual as the following genotype 

consisting of the integer sequence. 
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On the decoding procedure, we modify the genotype 

given by Equation (7) to the phenotype of solution. The 

solution is defined as the following phenotype. 
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      (8) 

Hence, at time point t , the permutation GA has two 

kinds of variables,  tY  of solution and  tv  of individual. 

B. Fitness Value 

We employ the evaluation function given by Equation 

(5) and Equation (6) as the fitness value of permutation 

GA for Problem 1 and Problem 2, respectively. Note that 

the evaluation function for Problem 1 is the total entropy 

of meal's all characteristics. However, the evaluation 

function for Problem 2 is the minimum value of all 

entropies of meal's characteristics. The permutation GA 

tries to find the optimum solution which maximizes the 

fitness value. 

C. Genetic Operations 

The permutation GA generates the individuals in the 

initial population and makes new offspring by the 

crossover and the mutation. On each generation, the 

permutation GA selects the individuals to the new 

generation by the elitism and the tournament selections. 

Each operation of the permutation GA is designed as 

follows. 

Note that the Meal Classes provided at event date are 

randomly given on the period and are fixed on the 

procedure of permutation GA. They are not operated by 

the crossover and the mutation. 

 

1) Initial State 

Meal Classes provided at event date are fixed in 

advance. On the first generation, the permutation GA 

generates pN  individuals in the initial parents' 

population. On the basis of Equation (7), each individual 

consists of T  variables which are randomly selected 

from the integer sequence  T,,1  without overlapping. 

2) Evaluation and Selection 

The permutation GA applies the elitism and the 

tournament selections to select the individuals for the 

next population. First, let rateE  be the elitist rate. The 

elitism selection selects prate NE   individuals to the next 

population from the current population in high order of 

fitness value. Next, let SIZETM _  be the tournament 

size. The tournament selection selects   prate NE 1  

individuals to the next population by selecting the best 

individual on each tournament group. 

3) Crossover 

Let cP  be the crossover rate. The permutation GA 

makes new oc NP   individuals by using the order 

crossover [11] for exchanging the partial structure 

between two individuals according to the order of the 

sequence without overlapping. The example of the order 

crossover is shown in Fig. 2. 

4) Mutation 

Let  cm PP 1  be the mutation rate. The 

permutation GA makes new om NP   individuals by 

exchanging two variables selected at random on one 

individual. 

5) Terminate Criterion 

The permutation GA repeats the operations of 

producing the offspring population and performing the 

selection until the maximum number of the repetitions, 

maxt , is satisfied. 

 

Figure 2.  Example of order crossover operation. 

From the last population, we choose one solution 

whose individual has the highest fitness value of all. This 

solution is the optimum meals plan for the consecutive 

meals planning. 

VI. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 

In this section, we discuss the effectiveness of the 

solutions obtained by the permutation GA and analyze 
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the variation of appearance order of meal's characteristics 

in the solutions. 

A. Experimental Setting and Parameters 

In the numerical experiments, the meal's characteristics 

are categorized into each of food style jx ,1 , ingredient 

jx ,2 , and cooking method jx ,3 . The Meal Classes of 

experiments are defined as Equation (2). The setting of 

the consecutive meals planning is as follows. 

 The number of Meal Classes: 36M  (given by 

Equation (2)) 

 Length of period: 240T  (Weekdays length on 

one year) 

 The number of event dates: 24  (Two days per one 

month) 

Hence, the consecutive meals planning is the problem 

of determining the solution     240,,1 YYY   such 

that the fitness value is maximized. 

On the other hand, the parameters of the permutation 

GA are set as follows. 

 Parents’ Population Size: 100pN  

 Offspring's Population Size: 200oN  

 Crossover Rate: 9.0cP  

 Mutation Rate: 1.0mP  

 Elitist Rate: 01.0rateE  (One individual per one 

generation) 

 Tournament Size: 10_ SIZETM  

 The maximum number of the repetitions: 

1000max t  

 Algorithm Run: 10  

B. Analysis of Solutions Obtained by Permutation GA 

For Problem 1 defined by Equation (5) and Problem 2 

defined by Equation (6), the fitness values of the 

solutions are shown in Tables I and II, respectively. Each 

entropy of meal's characteristics, iH   3.2.1i , are also 

shown in Tables I and II, respectively. 

From Tables I and II, the total entropies of meal's all 

characteristics ( H ) and 1H , 2H , and 3H  of Problem 1 

are higher than those of Problem 2. Problem 2 given by 

Equation (6) maximizes the guaranteed minimum of the 

variation of appearance order of meal's all characteristics. 

Thus, the entropies only of meal's characteristics, 1H , 

2H , and 3H , in Table II mean the guaranteed minimums 

for the consecutive meals planning. However, 1H , 2H , 

and 3H  in Table I are larger than those in Table II. 

Therefore, the evaluation function of Problem 1 given by 

Equation (5), the total entropy of meal's all characteristics 

H  is effective for the consecutive meals planning having 

large variation of appearance order of meal's 

characteristics. 

TABLE I.  FITNESS VALUES OF PROBLEM 1 (EQUATION (5)) 

Run H  1H  2H  3H  

1 2.6242 0.8639 0.8816 0.8787 

2 2.6214 0.8798 0.8586 0.8829 

3 2.6348 0.8703 0.8851 0.8793 

4 2.6680 0.8851 0.9010 0.8819 

5 2.6436 0.8604 0.8887 0.8945 

6 2.6302 0.8816 0.8710 0.8776 

7 2.6316 0.8781 0.8763 0.8772 

8 2.6559 0.8869 0.8834 0.8857 

9 2.6383 0.8816 0.8728 0.8840 

10 2.6694 0.8816 0.8975 0.8903 

Max. 2.6694 0.8869 0.9010 0.8945 

Min. 2.6214 0.8604 0.8586 0.8772 

Avg. 2.6417 0.8769 0.8816 0.8832 

Std. 0.0173 0.0090 0.0127 0.0057 

TABLE II.  FITNESS VALUES OF PROBLEM 2 (EQUATION (6)) 

Run H  1H  2H  3H  

1 2.5608 0.8537 0.8526 0.8544 

2 2.5553 0.8498 0.8551 0.8505 

3 2.5378 0.8456 0.8462 0.8460 

4 2.5548 0.8515 0.8509 0.8523 

5 2.5293 0.8427 0.8427 0.8439 

6 2.5183 0.8427 0.8374 0.8382 

7 2.5514 0.8515 0.8498 0.8501 

8 2.5458 0.8498 0.8498 0.8463 

9 2.5038 0.8332 0.8339 0.8368 

10 2.5744 0.8586 0.8586 0.8572 

Max. 2.5744 0.8586 0.8586 0.8572 

Min. 2.5038 0.8332 0.8339 0.8368 

Avg. 2.5432 0.8479 0.8477 0.8476 

Std. 0.0212 0.0071 0.0078 0.0067 

 

TABLE III.  OVERLAP RATES OF MEAL’S CHARACTERISTICS 1, 2, AND 3,  jjj xxx ,3,2,1 ,, , ON PERIOD 

 Problem 1 Problem 2 

Generation jx ,1  jx ,2  jx ,3  jx ,1  jx ,2  jx ,3  

1 70.04% 73.42% 87.63% 70.04% 73.42% 87.63% 

250 44.30% 38.82% 60.00% 46.84% 48.10% 66.36% 

500 37.97% 32.91% 52.56% 39.66% 40.51% 61.50% 

750 31.22% 27.85% 45.15% 37.13% 36.29% 58.70% 

1000 28.27% 24.47% 43.39% 33.76% 33.76% 54.08% 

 

Here, we compare the quality of solutions between 

Problems 1 and 2. We calculate the overlap rate of the 

appearance of the same characteristics in all intervals, 

 Itt ,   ITt  ,,1 , of the given period. For 

example, the interval with the appearance order of meal’s 

characteristics of  1,11,1 , xx  or  2,12,1 , xx  means the 

overlap interval when the Characteristics 1  consists of 

two items, 1,1x  and 2,1x . For Problems 1 and 2, the 

overlap rate of each of meal's three characteristics in the 
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optimum solutions obtained by the permutation GA on 

the 1st, 250th, 500th, 750th, and 1000th generations is 

shown in Table III, respectively. 

From Table III, for Problems 1 and 2, the overlap rates 

of the appearance of the same characteristics gradually 

decrease. In addition, on every generation, the overlap 

rates of all characteristics for Problem 1 are smaller than 

those for Problem 2. Hence, we conclude that the 

optimum solution of Problem 1 obtained by the 

permutation GA has high quality and is effective for the 

consecutive meals planning. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

For the consecutive meals planning, we designed the 

evaluation function for measuring the variation of 

appearance order of meal's characteristics. Then, we 

applied the permutation GA to the two maximization 

problems, Problems 1 and 2. For Problem 1, we employ 

the total entropy of meal's all characteristics as the 

evaluation function. For Problem 2, we employ the 

minimum value of all entropies of meal's characteristics 

as the evaluation function. 

In the numerical experiments, we showed that the 

optimum solution in Problem 1 has high quality and is 

effective for the consecutive meals planning with large 

variation of appearance order of meal's characteristics.  

On the other hand, we have to apply other evolutionary 

algorithms to this consecutive meals planning and then 

compare the results obtained by the permutation GA with 

others. This is our future work. 
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